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Dear Reader,
Welcome to the 7th Edition of The Grassroots Journal!
I am beyond proud to share with you this beautiful collection of student-composed articles
and creative pieces. Our team’s main objective with this journal is to immerse you, our
readers, in the complexities of global development studies. We invite you to discover the
interdisciplinary nature of this field through our articles, essays, and artistic pieces.
During the fall of 2014, I joined our mother organization, Borderless World Volunteers, and
shortly afterwards, The Grassroots Journal. I have since taken up the role of international
and local volunteer, Vice President of International Projects, Grassroots writer, Assistant
Editor and Editor in Chief. From my experience with this organization, I can confidently say
that continuing reflection upon international development stories, issues, and policy
innovations is of upmost importance.
This year, I have aspired to translate the Journal into a variety of mediums to invite a
diverse set of writers, readers and art-lovers, who all share in common a passion for global
development. Here you will find articles, academic essays, drawings, paintings, graphic
designs, and poems that narrate 3 themes: Food, Policy, and Environment. From eating
crickets to a poem about Donald Trump’s hair; the consequences of environmental
conservation plans to the consequences of being accused a child witch in Kinshasa; the
victims of the Thai sex industry to the victims of a stagnant minimum wage. Local and
abroad, transnational and community-specific, I guarantee you an interesting, thoughtprovoking read.
Thank you to our assistant editor, Emma Gunther; our Vice President of External Affairs
and Fundraising, Maria Fustic; our Vice President of Artistry, Michele Zampa; and our hardworking team of writers and artists whose efforts have made Grassroots to be the engaging
journal it is today.
I hope you will enjoy these pieces and that they may inspire you to further engage in the
fascinating field of developmental studies.
Thank you!
Kind regards,
Emillee Hernandez
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Banandy Warhol by Alejandra Morales
Watercolour and Ink Drawing
‘Banandy Warhol’ critiques how food is often altered and disguised like a celebrity. The piece encourages eating
natural and unaltered foods, and knowing the difference between naturally and artificially flavoured foods.
Fruit flavoured food likely does not provide the same nutrients as actual fruit; as such, eating natural fruit may
be the way to go!
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Unicorn Sandwich by Alejandra Morales
Watercolour
'Unicorn sandwich' intends to ridicule the media's obsession with advertising foods as being “healthy" and
"good for you" when, in fact, they often have been processed and contain chemicals, conservatives, or sugars.
This piece unveils the deceptive nature of the food industry and promotes the consumption of natural foods.
Chemically enhanced food might be fun to look at, paint it but don’t eat it!
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Care for a Cricket Cookie? Entomophogy
Demystified
By Sybill Chen

If you were a parent, would you want the best
food quality for your children? Rich in protein,
rich in fibre, free range, easy to cook, easy to
digest, and more importantly, has a small
ecological footprint? Avocado peanut butter
toast, you say? How about some cricket cookies?

insects by month (FYI: April is the best month to
eat Dung beetles and grasshoppers) (FAO 18).
The mentality of labelling entomophagy as
primitive traces back to the Eurocentric colonial
history and has cost us tremendously. As insects
are such a crucial alternative source for protein
intake in Africa, according to DeFoliart,
“Westerners should become aware of the fact
that their bias against insects as food has an
adverse impact, resulting in a gradual reduction
in the use of insects without replacement of lost
nutrition and other benefits” (35).

Westerners have had a long history of prejudice
against eating insects (or rightfully termed:
entomophagy), almost as long as the tradition of
eating them. According to Joost Van Itterbeeck,
almost one third of the world’s population
regularly consumes insects as part of their diet,
and over 1900 species are edible. But still, we
flinch to the thought of eating a scorpion sucker.
Why? This article will accordingly address some
of myths surrounding entomophagy.

Myth Two: If I don’t see an insect in my
food, I’m not eating one.
Marcel Dicke in his inspiring TED talk tells us
otherwise. Think about it, in America, the
National Food Security allows 60 insect
components/100g in chocolate, 30 insect
components/100 g in peanut butter, and 1-2
larvae or 5 fruit fly eggs in a 250ml juice can. It
is estimated that an average American adult
would consume up to 500 grams of insects every
year (Dicke). Here in Canada, how many moth
eggs do you think you have eaten in your
morning maple syrup?

Myth One: Only “primitive” people eat
insects.
As mentioned above, over 2 billion people
worldwide practice entomophagy regularly and
insects have established a stable and crucial
status in local food cultures (FAO 1). In
Thailand, for instance, a harvest calendar is
designed to indicate the availability of edible
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Myth Three: Insects are dirty.
Quite the contrary. Because insects are so
genetically different from humans, there is no
recombination in insects that is harmful to
humans. Mammals, such as pigs, cows, sheep or
chicken are far more susceptible to virus
infections than insects are. Any 10th grader will
tell you that creatures situated lower in the food
chain have fewer toxins in their bodies; the
higher up in the food chain you go, the more
toxic they become. Such distaste is also to do
with the size of the insects. Unlike pork or beef,
we are able to see an insect’s entire body: from
legs, to eyes, to the entire abdomen! The
dissociation of the food we consume from the
animals they come from means that we have less
recognition of eating the living thing itself, and
entomophagy reminds us of this uncomfortable
truth.

their
palatability
(the
cuisine
is
called chapuline), there is an actual grasshopper
scarcity. Insects, like any other nutrition source,
are not inexhaustible. Luckily, because insectrearing is a flexible and low-capital investment
and it does not require heavy manual labour,
this option offers entry to the poorest strata of
society, such as women and the landless (FAO
33). Thus insect-rearing could be the most
sustainable practice to systematically ensure
food security.
So people, without further ado, a cricket cookie
for our little ones, maybe?
Bibliography
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Myth Four: Rearing insects harms the
environment.
Gone are the days when we only associate
locusts with famine. Insects emit fewer
greenhouse gases and less ammonia than cattle
or pigs. They consume less water and less land -in fact, insect-rearing is not necessary a landbased activity. Think about the bees: we do not
have to clear lands to expand productions. In
Germany, the government even rears their bees
on the top of Cathedrals (“Let’s Get Berlin
Buzzing!”, for example). In addition, insects can
feed on organic waste side-streams which
consequently
reduces
environmental
contamination (FAO Forestry Paper xiv). These
streams are composed of human and animal
waste amongst other things. Human waste, you
ask? Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO) proposes that insect food
safety and preservation should follow the same
codes as other animal food sources: microbial
safety, toxicity, palatability, and the presence of
inorganic compounds (FAO 105). If insects for
consumption are reared on waste products, extra
supervision is required. With standard
regulations, it is safe to say, therefore, that
insects are literally greener.
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Myth Five: Insects are Abundant.
This is rather a subjective myth. I, for one, do
believe that there are more mosquitos around
than necessary. But in Mexico, because
grasshoppers are cherished and savoured for
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Avocados Unidos Mexicanos By Sybill Chen
Digital
In the Mexican state of Michoacàn, avocados are known to be one of its most profitable agricultural exports--so profitable
that it has attracted the attention of drug cartels. From production to distribution, the Michoacàn avocado sector is now
controlled by a drug cartel called "Caballeros Templarios", the Knights Templar. To infiltrate operations, the cartel has
exploited farmers' income and has severely punished those who do not conform.
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Femmes du nord de la Thailande dans l’industrie du
sexe à Bangkok: Victimes passives ou membres
actives?
By Frédérique Lefort
La prostitution, sa légalisation ou sa
criminalisation sont des sujets amplement
débattus. Il existe de nombreuses théories quant
à l’industrie sexuelle, généralement concentrées
en celles qui la conçoivent principalement
comme une forme de violence contre les femmes
ainsi que celles qui la perçoivent comme une
profession légitime dont les membres devraient
accéder aux droits du travail (Westmarland et
Gangoli 2006: 2). Ces deux perceptions noncombinées représentent des récits et contre-récits
simplifiés dans le cas des femmes migrant du
nord de la Thaïlande à Bangkok afin d’y
travailler dans l’industrie du sexe. D’un côté,
circule l’image principale en Occident de la
victime passive, résignée à la violation
quotidienne de ses droits humains et d’un autre
côté, celle de la prostituée exerçant le choix
d’entrer et/ou de rester dans la profession. Pour
ce qui est de la perception de ces femmes, «
individual stories of entry into the sex trade
inevitably affect the way each sex worker views
her[self] » (Brody 2006:: 186). Le texte suivant
résumera la croissance économique thaïlandaise
et le développement du « sex tourism » afin de
comprendre les facteurs incitatifs menant les
femmes du Nord dans l’industrie du sexe
bangkokienne. Ces deux récits, et les acteurs qui
en sont partisans, seront présentés.

contribution réduite de l’agriculture au PIB.
Puisque la majorité des femmes étaient
employées dans le domaine agricole dans les
provinces du Nord, elles ont essuyé le plus de
pertes (Jeffrey 2002: xiii). Cette décroissance
économique de la région et la pauvreté
endémique ont causé (et causent toujours) la
migration de nombreuses femmes originaires du
nord de la Thaïlande vers d’autres régions du
pays ou à l’étranger (Jones et al. 2009: 203).
Beaucoup de femmes ont alors pris (et prennent)
la décision de migrer vers le sud du pays où elles
sont recrutées dans l’industrie du sexe qui
représente une option beaucoup lucrative que les
emplois mal-rémunérés ménagés ou en usine
(Jeffrey 2002: xii).
3
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Lors des années 1980, les grandes
entreprises de l’industrie touristique, telles que
l’hôtellerie, ont connu un investissement
gouvernemental important. Afin de rester
compétitives et grâce au manque de régulations,
les petites entreprises ont commencé à offrir des
services touristiques sexuels (Jeffrey 2002: 78).
L’industrie s’est révélée lucrative et différents
secteurs l’ont adoptée: en 1998, la prostitution a
généré entre 33 et 44 milliards de dollars
américains, soit 15 à 18% du PIB de la Thaïlande
(Magar et Apisuk 2005: 244). Il est difficile de
déterminer le nombre exact de prostituées; des
agences de protection visent 2 millions (incluant
les enfants), alors que le gouvernement en estime
75 000. La majorité d’entre elles proviennent du
Nord et Nord-Est du pays (Brody 2006: 189).
Comme la demande pour le « sex tourism »
thaïlandais s’intensifiait, l’offre de femmes de
ces régions appauvries augmentait. En effet, la
prostitution étant l’activité économique la plus
lucrative, elle représentait une de leurs seules
opportunités d’augmentation du revenu (Jeffrey
2002: 78).

La croissance économique accélérée de la
Thaïlande des décennies 1980 et 1990 est causée
par son industrialisation qui, bien qu’elle ait
réduit le taux de pauvreté national, a mené à une
augmentation des inégalités du revenu entre les
différentes régions du pays (Sarntisart 2000: 1).
Les politiques gouvernementales ont accordé la
priorité au développement de la région centrale
(Parnwell et Arghiros 1996: 9; Santisart 2000:
16-7) aux dépens des autres, notamment le Nord
et le Nord-Est. Dans les années 1980 et 1990, le
développement économique a mené à une
9
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Malgré les importants profits engendrés
par la prostitution, le gouvernement reste
ambivalent quant à sa position sur l’industrie
(Magar et Apisuk 2005: 244); elle abîme l’image
de destination touristique que la Thaïlande tente
de projeter à l’international, rappelant plutôt le
VIH/SIDA et l’exploitation sexuelle infantile
(Brody 2006: 194). Une certaine perplexité reliée
à ces dernières problématiques est partagée par
de nombreux groupes sociaux internationaux.
Ces institutions, alliées aux femmes thai de la
classe moyenne qui se perçoivent comme les
libératrices
des
travailleuses
sexuellues,
percevant la prostitution comme une atteinte
fondamentale aux droits de la personne et une
expérience déshumanisante ont pressuré en
faveur de l’imposition de la législation en 1996
par le gouvernement (Jeffrey 2002: xiv-xv; 123).
Il arrive également que le gouvernement
organise une perquisition dans un bordel
simplement pour calmer les critiques et assurer
ses intérêts étrangers (Bales 2004: 61). Pourtant,
tous les niveaux gouvernementaux, soudoyés par
les propriétaires de bordels ou les pimps et
prenant eux-mêmes avantage de services sexuels,
ferment les yeux sur la pratique de la
prostitution, légitimant conséquemment des
conditions de travail parfois semblables à
l’esclavage (Bales 2004: 63).

un certain impact sur la santé physique et
sexuelle des travailleuses du sexe. Le taux de
VIH/SIDA est entre 7 et 16% chez les
travailleuses du sexe (Reproductive Health
Matters 2003: 195), mais la prévalence est de
50% dans certaines régions (Bales 2004: 60).
Bien que le gouvernement ait mis en place des
programmes de prévention (promotion du
condom, réduction de la marginalization des
prostituées, etc.) (Reproductive Health Matters
2003: 196), certains bordels n’obligent pas
l’usage de condoms. Même dans les cas où ils le
font, il arrive que les travailleuses soient
incapables de forcer leurs clients à en porter.
Lorsqu’elles contractent la maladie, il n’y a que
très peu d’organismes qui acceptent de travailler
avec elles et beaucoup n’ont d’autre choix que de
rester dans la prostitution (Bales 2004: 60-1). De
plus, lorsque les femmes portent l’enfant d’un
client, il arrive qu’elles doivent subir un
avortement qui peut être dangereux puisque
l’avortement est illégal en Thaïlande. À d’autres
occasions, elles gardent l’enfant et continuent
leurs activités sexuelles puisque leur grossesse
peut plaire à certains clients (Bales 2004: 59-60).
Le pimp contrôle également le choix et le
nombre de clients de ces femmes ainsi que leurs
profits (Bales 2004: 57).
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Ce récit veut que les femmes n’aient
d’autre choix que d’entrer dans la prostitution (et
les conditions qu’elle suppose), et sont victimes
de leur position sociale. Le bouddhisme est
parfois perçu comme la cause de la
dévalorisation des femmes et de leur manque
d’opportunités, les maintenant dans le petit
commerce. La pauvreté les force à migrer vers
Bangkok et de ce fait, la prostitution (Thitsa
1980: 5). Il est important de noter que cette
forme décrite de prostitution forcée existe, mais
que les femmes qui en sont victimes ont
généralement été vendues et ne sont pas
représentatives de toutes les prostituées. Les
partisans de cette approche de victimisation, des
organismes internationaux et des organisations
composées de femmes thaïlandaises de la classe
moyenne, ont tendance à croire que c’est par la
réforme qu’il est possible de faire de « bonnes
filles » de ces travailleuses du sexe (Jeffrey

De cette perspective découle la narrative
principale circulant en Occident (Jeffrey 2002:
122) qui victimise les prostituées et présente une
relation entre le métier, la violence du milieu et
la transmission du VIH/SIDA. Il existe de la
prostitution forcée où la jeune femme (ou fille)
est vendue généralement par ses parents à un
pimp, à qui elle doit repayer l’équivalent de sa
dette en vendant son corps. Comme elle devient
plus docile, le pimp accepte qu’elle envoie de
l’argent à sa famille . Sa dette payée, elle reste
souvent dans l’industrie, se croyant souillée et
incapable d’accomplir autre chose (Bales 2004:
67). Ainsi, la violence physique et sexuelle dont
elles sont souvent victimes peut les rendre
résignées et dociles (Bales 2004: 63).
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La violence décrite étant principalement
de type physique et sexuelle, elle a généralement
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2002: 120). Cela suppose une idée
contradictoire; elles sont simultanément victimes
et coupables d’être prostituées.

leur retour dans leur communauté d’origine, les
ex-prostituées ne souffrent généralement pas de
stigmatisation négative (Phongpaichit 1982: 48).
Certains membres de leur communauté
expriment même une admiration pour la loyauté
qu’ont su démontrer ces femmes envers leurs
parents. (Phongpaichit 1982: 49) Sinon, ils
acceptent de façon résignée la nécessité
économique que représente la migration vers le
sud (Phongpaichit 1982: 68). Phongpaichit
prévient contre l’idée selon laquelle le contexte
culturel seul mène les femmes à la prostitution,
argumentant qu’il s’agit plutôt de la
responsabilité économique des femmes imposée
par leur rôle social (1982: 3).
8

La perspective de la victimisation de la
travailleuse du sexe n’est pas la seule qui circule.
En effet, « a consensus is being formed on the
recognition that women may consent to
prostitution but not to slavery-like conditions in
prostitution » (GAATW 1997: 32). Certaines
travailleuses du sexe se perçoivent comme des
entrepreneures (des travailleuses légitimes) et
trouvent une source de fierté dans leur habileté à
remplir leurs obligations envers leur famille
(Magar et Apisuk 2005: 246). Selon une étude de
Phongpaichit, la majorité des femmes choisissent
de se rendre dans la capitale dans le but de
subvenir financièrement à leur famille (1982: 14;
68). Elles se tournent vers la prostitution car les
autres emplois ne leur fournissent pas un revenu
adéquat ou ne leur permettent pas de remettre
assez de rémittences à leur famille (Phongpaichit
1982: 15). Elles restent accrochées au métier
jusqu’à ce qu’elles aient atteint certains objectifs
(Phongpaichit 1982: 17-8). Quelques-unes, plus
jolies, avouent apprécier la profession, leur
permettant d’échapper à un mariage raté ou un
mari cruel (Phongpaichit 1982: 21). Les
prostituées volontaires (contrairement aux
prostituées forcées) reçoivent une plus grande
proportion de leurs revenues et peuvent exercer
un pouvoir discrétionnaire quant au choix de
leurs clients (Bales 2004: 57). Elles risquent de
s’assurer le port du condom et diminuent leurs
chances de contracter le VIH/SIDA. Ces femmes
choisissent d’entrer et de rester dans l’industrie
de la prostitution et devraient ainsi être traitées
comme des agents.

Les recruteurs, généralement des femmes
ayant travaillé à Bangkok en tant que prostituée
qui retournent vivre dans leurs villages
originaires, portent des vêtements sophistiqués et
habitent des maisons acquises grâce à leur
emploi précédent. Elles représentent le succès
pour les jeunes femmes et leur famille vivant
dans la pauvreté (Bales 2004: 49). En fait, « the
merit that women acquire override the means by
which they acquired it » (Brody 2006: 200-1).
Les recruteurs sont des gens de la communauté,
qui se basent sur des réseaux de confiance dans
leurs communautés d’accueil, et sont ellesmêmes des agents actifs. D’une certaine façon,
les jeunes femmes séduites par l’attrait de
l’argent sont également des agents, choisissant
une profession lucrative.
Le problème dans la victimisation des
prostituées, lorsqu’elles sont non-forcées, est
qu’il assume qu’elles sont incapables de s’aider
elle-mêmes (Jeffrey 2002: 121). Des organismes
tels que EMPOWER ont toutefois démontré la
détermination de ces femmes à prendre avantage
des ressources offertes par les centres urbains et
les transmettre dans leurs villages (Magar et
Apisuk 2005: 246). EMPOWER offre des cours
d’anglais, de santé sexuelle et de droits humains
et du travail aux travailleuses sexuelles.
L’organisation est toutefois critiquée par des
abolitionnistes du fait qu’elle « promeut » la
prostitution en offrant des cours à ces femmes
(Magar et Apisuk 2005: 248-9). Toutefois, les

Un thème récurrent est la responsabilité
qu’ont ces femmes de remettre une partie de
leurs revenus à leur famille. La culture
thaïlandaise veut que les filles doivent une dette
envers leur famille et contribuent au revenu
familial afin de leur exprimer leur gratitude
(Bales 2004:39; Jeffrey 2002: 31; Westmarland
et Gangoli 2006: 10). Les familles recevant des
rémittences de leur fille travaillant au sud en
connaissent la source ou ont des doutes. Suite à
11
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prostituées volontaires et forcées bénéficieraient
de connaître leurs droits et d’assurer des rapports
sexuels sains.

Suppression of Prostitution Act, définit la prostitution
comme un « sexuel intercourse, or any other act, or the
commission of any other act in order to gratify the sexual
desire of another person in a promiscuous manner in return
for money or any other benefit ». Selon cette loi, un client
ayant un relation sexuelle avec un(e) mineur(e) et les
parents laissant leur enfant dans la prostitution font face à
de sévères pénalités (IMPOWR 2012).

En conclusion, il existe plusieurs façons
de percevoir la prostitution, dont deux
principales ont été définies dans ce texte. Ces
deux perceptions sont légitimes, puisqu’elles
représentent différents groupes de femmes dans
l’industrie sexuelle thaïlandaise. Si ces deux
perceptions ne sont pas combinées, elles offrent
une image incomplète de la prostitution
bangkokienne. Il est important de comprendre
que la manière à laquelle la travailleuse du sexe
se perçoit et conçoit son corps dépend de la
façon à laquelle elle est entrée dans l’industrie du
sexe; volontairement et de force. Toutefois,
même dans le deuxième récit où les prostituées
sont dites « volontaires », le sont-elles vraiment?
Elles choisissent de rester dans l’industrie du
sexe. Ce n’est pas de la prostitution « forcée »
puisqu’elles ne sont possédées par aucun pimp,
mais ce sont leurs familles qui ont le contrôle
ultime sur leur corps et qui les obligent d’une
certaine façon à continuer leur profession. En
effet, pour envoyer continuellement des
rémittences et ainsi supporter leur famille, un
emploi lucratif est nécessaire.

6. Pour des raisons qui seront abordées plus tard dans le
texte, si la jeune femme ou jeune fille est en mesure de
remettre de l’argent à sa famille (la rendant pour ainsi dire
fière de remplir ses obligations), elle risque de rester dans
le bordel plus longtemps et possiblement, de se résigner à
son sort.
7. Phongpaichit affirme toutefois que « brahminical ideas
also supplied ideological support for male supremacy » et
ainsi, pas seulement le bouddhisme (1982: 3).
8. La prostitution est plus acceptée dans le nord de la
Thaïlande où le bouddhisme se mêle à l’animisme.
Certaines cérémonies religieuses peuvent permettre aux
femmes de se faire pardonner leurs offenses aux esprits
causées par leurs activités sexuelles avant le mariage
(Jeffrey 2002: 30-1).
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Teeth By Michele Zampa
Pencil, Pen and Watercolours
This piece tries to depict an extreme condition of starvation in which all social norms disappear, very
much like in the Bengal famine of 1943. In such a context the hunger erases human moral notions
and is replaced by a drive for survival.
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This Thanksgiving, have a taste of Justicia
By Laura Benitez-Ek

Nanik video calls her children, whom she hasn't seen in nearly four years.
Photograph from: Migrant Dreams, a documentary by Min Sook Lee

Have you ever wondered about the source of the
produce you use? Or who processes it? As
consumers in this day and age, we find ourselves
disconnected from our food system and who is
involved in it. There are some of us who believe
that buying locally is better –
this,
unfortunately, may often not be the case. There
are great injustices occurring in the agricultural
production sector in Canada with regards to the
temporary/seasonal workers involved. In this
article, I am going to discuss the indentured
labour and exploitation of migrant workers
that’s happening in our very own backyard.

extortion and fear of deportation are only some
of the issues they face.
There is no government support system
available to the migrant workers to challenge
these conditions. Private recruiters extort these
workers, charging them fees of up to 14, 000
dollars, taking them years to pay off [2]. In the
film, a Jamaican worker confronts their boss
regarding their health and the chemical spray
used in the greenhouse. Subsequently, he is
fired. This is just one of the examples in the film
where the workers are vulnerable. This is a
direct result of the power imbalance between the
worker and the employer, leading to worker
exploitation and abuse [2].

Min Sook Lee’s documentary, Migrant Dreams,
gives evidence and confirmation of the
conditions that these farmworkers are facing in
Canada. It shines the spotlight on the
Leamington greenhouse industry where a group
of female Indonesian workers are employed
under the low-wage stream of the Temporary
Foreign
Worker
Program
(TFWP)
[1].
Throughout the film, basic human rights are
denied to these foreign workers. Poor living
conditions, health-damaging work conditions,

How did this happen?
The “Temporary Foreign Worker Program
(TFWP) allows Canadian employers to hire
foreign nationals to fill temporary labour and
skill shortages when qualified Canadian citizens
or permanent residents are not available.”[3] In
short, foreign workers are taking temporary jobs
that Canadians do not want to work. The TFWP
originally began as the Non-Immigrant
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Employment Authorization Program (NIEAP) in
1973, when workers were unable to obtain
permanent status. To this day, this still happens
- workers are limited to working in Canada for
their contract length.

when it comes to immigration and foreign
workers.
Notes
1. Justicia for Migrant Workers (J4MW) with their
campaign, Harvesting for Freedom, have been
traveling throughout Southwestern Ontario raising
public awareness on supporting migrant workers’
status in Canada. You can sign their petition here.

They keep asking for my passport.
I’m worried that once I give them my
passport, they’re not going to renew
my work permit and instead put me
on a plane home.... What does the
company want my passport for?
– Umi, one of the main subjects
of Migrant Dreams
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Nanik is just one of thousands that come to
Canada for a better life for their children. As a
first generation child, I can relate to this. My
mom came to Canada looking for more
opportunities and to lead a better life for her
future family. After managing to find an
employer in Canada, she eventually was able to
obtain permanent status. Most of these low wage
stream migrant workers do not share this
success story. After working to put food on our
tables, once their contract is over, they are
forced to go back to their home country or
become illegal immigrants. These foreign
workers represent 20% of Canada’s workforce in
the agricultural industry and after years of
working here, they deserve the right to become
citizens of this country [4].

Appendix I
TVO News. “Nanik video calls her
children.” TVO.org, 13 September 2016. Photograph.
8 October 2016.

How can we change this?
Rather than taking the route of feeling sorry for
these individuals, we can empower them by
allowing them access to permanent citizenship
in Canada, protecting their rights as workers,
and providing the migrant workers with access
to information, services, and justice.
Since the release of Migrant Dreams, the House
of Commons has submitted a report and listed a
total of 21 recommendations to the Temporary
Foreign Worker Program [5]. According to
Claudia Espinoza, an organizer with Justicia for
Migrant Workers (J4MW), “the report provides
only band-aid solutions to a critical crisis facing
our communities.” [6]
Canadians need to be a part of the conversation
with migrant workers and their lack of access to
permanent residency. This Thanksgiving, we
need to reconsider what our country represents
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Culture and the Accused Child Witches of Kinshasa
By Cid Cabillan

Since the 1990s, a sharp rise in children
living on the street has been noted as an aftereffect of the civil wars in the Democratic
Republic of Congo.1 To illustrate, more than
50,000 children live in the streets of Kinshasa.
Many assume that such a development issue
for children is directly related to poverty and
forced displacement due to the ravishing effects
of civil wars. The academic community has
widely raised awareness about the strong
linkages between socioeconomic issues and the
culture of witchcraft, occult beliefs in Congolese
and most African traditions.2 However,
acknowledging the difference between practicing
witchcraft and accusing someone as a witch is
important in order to understand the complex
dilemma of this occult belief affecting the living
standards of the most vulnerable members of the
society such as women, old-aged adults, albinos,
and especially children. The case of accused
child witches provides an overlooked yet
interesting study of how cultural analysis
remains vital in examining the dynamic
relationship between religion, kinship norms,
societal values, developmental issues, and
fundamental children’s rights.

The last section identifies how cultural
production, which means dissemination of
cultural knowledge, provides a framework for
NGOs and developmental actors for
understanding conflicts with local variations.
Throughout this paper, culture serves as both
explanatory for highlighting the local issue of
accused child witches and instrumental for
global actors to identify strategies to prevent
witchcraft-related violence.
Kinshasa and the Culture of Witchcraft
Kinshasa, the capital of the Democratic
Republic of Congo (DRC), is home to more
than 10 Million residents, with 35 percent of
DRC’s entire population living in the urban
capital. However, developmental actors have
often overlooked the severity of the street
children problem. While limited access to
welfare or social services is sometimes a
determinant to why parents or guardians leave
their children behind, some questions remain
unanswered as to why numbers of street
children are constantly increasing. Poverty,
unemployment, limited access to government
services, and lack of human capital remain
surface determinants, meaning that these factors
illustrate a direct reason for the growing
number of street children. Without adequate
local knowledge of Kinshasa, it would be easy
to miss that the Congolese society—as well as
most African states—have long been revolving
their beliefs on witchcraft and the occult. Since
this tradition, whether it is deeply embedded or
invented3 in the colonial past, is prevalent in the
everyday lives of Congolese households,
cultural analysis enlightens our perception of
possible and inevitable linkages that perpetuates
the cycle of child homelessness.

This paper explores the problem in two parts:
the global, and the local context of children
accused of witchcraft in Kinshasa. Before
arguing what the position of culture is in
development, I will explore the socioeconomic
and political situation in Kinshasa, followed
by some essential customs, beliefs, and key
actors surrounding witchcraft accusations.
Then, I will argue that although scientific
means and statistical measure offer robust
indicators and results to tackle local issues;
cultural analysis provides a subjective
complementary in social conflicts. Second, I
contend that the fluid meaning of culture
allows us to understand the measures for, and
constraints upon, changing societal relations
by examining family and kinship structures.

“In Central Africa every development within
the family – death, unemployment, bad school
marks, and an unexpected pregnancy –
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demands an explanation. If there is no
explanation, then it is considered witchcraft,”
asserts a social worker for accused child
witches.4
Whenever
an
unexplained
circumstance occurs in the family, many
Kinois (residents of Kinshasa) believe that
most problems in life are considered to have a
spiritual origin, drawing their faith from their
distinction between the visible and the
invisible world.5 Many believe that their child
has been put under a spell, hexed by a witch,
or possessed by a spirit. Once a child has been
accused of being a witch, many suppose that

they are summoned to wreak havoc and to
cause further problems in their community.
Due to such strong stigma, guardians of
accused child witches tend to abandon their
hexed children because they are afraid of being
discriminated against their neighbors.
Parents also often refuse to feed their newborn
children if they believe their infants have been
hexed or possessed by bad spirits. Exorcisms
and some rituals can be performed to purge out
these spirits. Pastors, church leaders, and
prophets are prominent figures who identify,
perform, and heal these alleged child witches.

A photograph of Therese (in the middle) by the Daily Mail alongside with other accused child witches who
now live in a safe shelter. 8

As a token for their services, most Kinois
remunerate priests and witch doctors with
some form of payments such as money, gifts,
or favors. If exorcisms conducted to purge out
bad spirits fail; then, these hexed children are
thrown out from their households and become
6
exiled
from
their
communities.

quantitative data or survey, the testimonials,
stories, and interviews that are gathered and
conducted during ethnographies and fieldwork
add subjective value in a social inquiry. In the
case of accused child witches in Kinshasa, the
unsung voices and narratives of children bring
qualitative value to social action.
Therese, for example, is an 18-year-old
street child, who has endured various means of
exorcist practices, and is now under the care of
a local NGO. She explains her tragic story
about her sojourn in the streets after her
relative accused her as a witch:

Culture as a subjective complementary in
local issue
Culture remains an important lens to magnify
imperceptible cultural aspects such as occult
and witchcraft beliefs. Besides extensive

I was quietly living with my parents,
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but a relative said I was a witch. When
my grandmother died, they said it was
my fault. They took me to a church
where they pray for children. I was
made to drink salt-water, lots of it.
They stuck their fingers in my mouth,
down my throat. They wanted to take
out pieces of my grandmother that
they thought I had eaten. They couldn't
find anything, so they kept me and
beat me. This bump on my head is a
cyst, but in church, they told me it was
where the witchcraft lived. There was
nothing to eat. I escaped and went out
onto the street and begged. I picked up
anything from the ground I could find
– old food, anything. I have been in
five different orphanages. I came here
and told the mother I had nowhere else
to go. I still suffer epileptic fits. 8,9

the night and eat human flesh," says a young
Catholic Congolese pastor who practices
exorcism.13 When pastors or prophets, who
usually belong to a Pentecostalist or revivalist
church, perform these spiritual treatments,
children accused of witchcraft, kandoki, tend
to experience physical pain and torture. Rituals
of spiritual treatment include being punched in
the stomach or having burning hot wax poured
over the child’s body to cast out spirits or to be
delivered.14 Eleanor Stobart reveals that
witchcraft-related child abuses involve
beating, burning, cutting or stabbing,
strangulation, forced fasting , starvation or
isolation.15 The process of witchcraft
accusation or healing entails violence and
requires further investigation into children's
rights violations . The horrendous acts call for
culpability for healers as perpetrators.
The fluid meaning of culture as lens to the
changing society
Using culture to analyze current topics
in development unpacks societal ideas that
something natural is often seen as cultural. In
the past, the normative definition of a father ,
mother, or a child revolves around
essentialized roles of a family: mother takes
care of their children; father provides all the
earnings; children obey their parents.
Examining culture helps redefine and
reconstitute the meaning of household, in ways
in which shows how a the society is adapts
adapting in response to a their changing
environment.

Therese'
narrative
reveals
profound
vulnerabilities of children living in the street.
These street children frequently offer their
services in open markets to deliver products or
beg for food to earn money for living. Girls
who are branded child witches are bound to
pursue prostitution; in consequence, they
expose themselves to high risk of HIV/AIDS
infection.10 In fact, some of these street
children are exploited as cheap labor in
Congo-Kinshasa’s precarious diamond mining
industry.11,12 The cultural aspect of witchcraft
accusation brings awareness to developmental
actors as it highlights unheard, invisible voices
of street children and reveals the issue
regarding witchcraft accusation truthfully. If
we remain completely quantitative in
understanding an issue in development, then
we devoid real human quality aspect.

In Kinshasa, children are accused of
witchcraft not only due to scarcity of
economic resources but also to the evolution
of ideas and values of family and kinship in
Kinshasa's society. UNHCR reports that many
adolescents hoped for the advancement of their
living standards after enduring years of civil
war and post-independence. However, these
aspirations were an imagery of their false
consciousness as the promise of a neoliberal
agenda to bring wealth and prosperity has not
yet been realized.16 Filip de Boeck asserts that

The healers and witch doctors, who
facilitate the exorcisms and rituals to purge out
the spirit, also reveal an interesting perspective
about their assessment of a hexed child. "There
are conscious witches who know they
[children] are evil and unconscious witches
who do not know but get up in the middle of
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witchcraft accusations are a direct result of
multi-crisis since that witchcraft accusations
have been used as an expression to depict the
poverty that Kinshasa residents have dealt. 18
He contends that such practices are products of
multi-crisis that the youth are inclined to
believe in a supernatural world as a form of
escape and as means for survival.19 They
create the invisible world through material
imaginaries to counter the pain of the sociostructural crisis. 20 The interlinkage of
witchcraft beliefs reveals the intersectionality
of the street children issue, exacerbated not
only by economic factors but also with
structural barriers coexisting together in the
Kinshasan
society.

Culture as a link between the local issues and
the global community
Considering cultural phenomena allows
examiners to correct their existing biases and
build local realities into more constructive
knowledge for developmental actors. The
International Catholic Children Bureau (BICE)
and Save the Children are global
nongovernmental organization leaders who
promote
protection
policies
for
children accused
of
witchcraft. One distinguished group that is
critical for protecting children accused of
witchcraft is is Safe Child Africa (formerly
Stepping Stones Nigeria). Through their slogan,
they take this official stance:
Children accused of witchcraft urgently
need our support. They risk being
abused, tortured or even killed. Our
research shows that 80% of these
children will run away or be abandoned
by their parents.” 23

The restructuring of kinship norms and
societal values of family in the DRC has
affected child rearing. De Boeck has observed
that the practice of urban polygamy has
shifted notions of bearing a child. Most
adolescents rely on the gift exchange system
before wedding ceremony and during
polygamous marriage. Since many Kinois
deemed gifts as valuable, they have changed
the notion of gifts as a debt. In cases that
suitors did not fulfill gift-giving expectations,
many receivers would falsely accuse them of
witchcraft,
causing
danger becoming
bewitched with no apparent reason. In de
Boeck’s ethnography, he reveals that the
changing ideas of family redefined the status
of children in the household as a “burden,
rather than the social and symbolic capital
which they tended to represent once in the
Central
African
socio-cultural
22
configuration."
In comparison to the
traditional definition of a family, examination
of culture provides new interpretations through
meanings and symbols. As global communities
expand, the meaning of culture becomes more
fluid and flexible. It does not restrict freedom
and agency of individuals; however,
examination of culture allows for interrogation
into the asymmetric social relations between
people and institutions in a community.

Stepping Stones Nigeria does not
believe that children can be ‘witches’
and is not concern with proving or
disproving the existence and nonexistence of child witchcraft. However,
Stepping Stones Nigeria acknowledges
the rights of individuals to hold this
belief on the condition that this does
not lead to abuse of child rights as
outlined in the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the
Child.24
Non-governmental organizations such
as Safe Child Africa actively advocate for
these children by traveling to different villages
and identifying the wrongly accused youth.
They are committed to protecting and saving
the lives of vulnerable children from possible
abuses from their neighbors, prophets, and
their parents. Turning to the issue of
vulnerability, developmental actors must act
sensibly and sensitively towards the highly
contentious problem of witchcraft belief. As a
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result, it is critical to make careful decisions
before developmental actors abdicate accused
child witch from the care of their families.
Knowledge of local culture, hence, helps
identify how organizations may take action
order by gaining a deeper understanding of the
issue and developing guidelines for best
practice.
While NGO and media outlets publicly
denounce the marginalization of children
through accusing churches, pastors as well as
parents for their abandonment of their
children, self-identified child witches become
the paradox of their contention. De Boeck
argues the self-identified child witches can be
both seen at risk and as risk. He claims that
children are reduced to victims of
psychological, physical, and socio-economic
violence, but they also possess agency to rebel
against their family and their community.25
Without properly understanding the cultural
implications of an issue, developmental actors
will struggle to develop strategies for
responding to the needs of these children. It is
then important to distinguish between
association versus accusation in witchcraft
belief. These distinctions will draw the fine
line between exercising one’s religious
freedom and violating human and children’s
rights.26 Such a cultural understanding will
also be integral for developmental actors and
practitioners to conduct meaningful, careful
intervention and to promote social changes
with respect to traditions, customs, and
expressions
of
religious
belief

Ensuring protection will provide the stability
necessary to allow children to emancipate in
the Kinois community.
In essence, analysis of culture has both
an explanatory and instrumental function in
analyzing the developmental issue of accused
child witches. Examining local culture
substantiates victims’ pleas from witchcraft
accusation and reveals their local realities of
living in the streets. Given the changing
notions of Kinois household, the cultural status
of children is redefined. Thus, the study of
local culture discerns that witchcraft beliefs,
accusations, and self-proclamation become
local idioms for Kinois to express their
socioeconomic situation. Last, the role of
accused child witches in Kinshasa became
ambiguous. The dichotomy of believing in
witchcraft and accusing through witchcraft
offers a striking revelation of which,
developmental actors need in-depth knowledge
of the issue to act accordingly.
It is also important to note that
examining witchcraft accusations through a
cultural lens, as a focus to identify a problem,
requires that high precaution and genuine reevaluation is exercised. As Peter Worsley
highlights, there is a culturalist trap whenever
we argue that culture solely determines one's
progress.27 Without paying attention to the
interplay of political processes and institutions,
geography, colonial and decolonizing history
in a particular social context, using cultural
context as a primary explanation of an event
would alienate other individuals and would
homogenize local variations.

CONCLUSION: Towards Development
Action and Cultural Understanding of
Witchcraft
Bringing together the local context of
Kinshasa and the concerns of the global
community provides insight into both the
destructive nature of witchcraft accusations
and action plans for developmental actors.
Given the widespread use of witchcraft
accusation toward vulnerable children,
creating a nurturing safe environment is the
most likely way to end the ongoing violence.

Notes
1

The Civil Wars in the Democratic Republic Congo,
also known as Congo-Kinshasa, prompted in the 1960s.
The casualty has claimed up to six million lives as a
result of the fighting off diseases and malnutrition.
Many were forcefully displaced from their homes.
Many Congolese also suffered from extreme poverty.
2
Ashforth 2005; Comaroff Jean and John: 1999; De
Boeck: 2000;
3
The previous literature by Terrence Ranger and Eric
Hobsbawm elaborates on the invention of tradition in
colonial Africa. However, For the purpose of this
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De Boeck exhibited in his ethnographic work that
some abandoned child witches from militia groups.
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public areas. See De Boeck, 2009.
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(1993): 551-571.
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Online, 19 October 2015. Available at
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“We all know what I’m talking about”
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By Emma Gunther

Photo from 15andfairness.com

Most people want everyone to be as well off as
possible. The question, then, is how to achieve
this. An idea that has gained prominence for
fighting low living standards is raising minimum
wage to $15. It should be remembered that while
economists can make predictions, it is very
difficult to speak to situations that have not been
observed with much accuracy.

study shows that a 10% raise in minimum wage
causes a 2% drop in employment for those
affected (Buttonwood, 2016). A minimum wage
of $15 in Canada would be a 30%-50% raise.
Others argue that the effects vary by sector. For
example, jobs that cannot be automated or
moved overseas, such as service jobs, stand a
higher chance of surviving so long as the firm
can tolerate lower profit and higher prices. This
is especially true in fast-growing, high-income
areas where rising prices will not incentivize
consumers to choose cheaper substitutes. For
instance, a chain restaurant in Seattle may be
able to absorb higher labour costs, but other
industries may experience hiring freezes or even
cuts (Maximin, 2016).

Such a high minimum wage vis-a-vis median
income is unprecedented on a nationwide scale.
The average ratio of minimum wage earnings to
median income in OECD (The Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development)
countries is 50% (Maximin, 2016); the higher
the ratio, the closer minimum wage earnings are
to median income. In 2014, median individual
income in Canada was $32,790 (Median and
Average Income, n.d.), while those earning $15
an hour would earn about $26,000 yearly, a 79%
ratio. This is much higher than even the highest
ratios previously observed (the highest being
68%, in Turkey). As such, exact effects can only
be guessed at. The following analysis examines
whether higher minimum wages improve
lifestyles.

Some say that you cannot increase the value of
labour by enforcing higher compensation. If a
business cannot get the value of the wages it
pays, it must let employees go and redistribute
the workload amongst those remaining. This
raises the output of the work done by remaining
employees, so that their employer can afford to
pay the new wage. Although certain workers will
benefit, it will either be because they were
previously under-compensated (note that this is
rare in a competitive market…typically an
undervalued employee would negotiate or find
other work) or because their output has
increased (Hazlitt, 1979). This is all to say that
while some may benefit from the introduction of

Unemployment
The jury is out when it comes to whether or not
unemployment rises due to higher minimum
wages; camps of Nobel Prize recipients agree
and disagree about whether minimum wage
affects unemployment (Woellert, 2014). One
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a higher minimum wage, we expect that others
would suffer in order to allow this to happen.
Welfare Programs
Some argue that higher wages will reduce
welfare payouts (Maximin, 2016). Others
argue that the effects of raising minimum wage
and thereby forcing companies to downsize are
two-sided. For one, employees lose the
opportunity to earn even their previous wage.
On top of that, members of their community
can no longer benefit from their services, and
must pay for their welfare assistance on top of
it (Hazlitt, 1979). The effect that higher wages
will have on relief programs will follow the
unemployment patterns described above; if
the impact of higher wages can be absorbed,
strain will be taken off welfare programs.
Otherwise, the opposite is true. However, it is
unlikely that the situation will fit into one box
or the other- the need for welfare assistance
would lighten up in certain sectors or cities
and increase in others, but the net effect is
difficult to predict.
Is raising minimum wage targeting the
right people?
Another important question to ask is who,
really, is affected? Neumark did a study
showing that only 13% of U.S. minimum wage
earners are from poor households, while 45%
had household incomes three times the
poverty line or higher (likely teenagers or
other dependents). There is a clearer
connection between unemployment and
poverty than minimum wage work and
poverty, as evidenced by the fact that 52% of
families below the poverty line have no income
at all (Neumark, 2008). In Canada, minimum
wage earnings and the Market Basket Measure
(a standard for basic needs) in 49 regions were
examined. Of the observed regions, less than
half have minimum wage earnings lower than
this living standard, with the greatest
differences being in small Newfoundland
towns where earnings fall $1,310 short (Young,
2015). It is problematic that some minimum
wage workers do not earn enough to meet the
standard, but if we assume that Neumark’s
findings can also describe Canada, many of
these minimum wage earners likely enjoy
wealth from outside sources (such as other
family members).

Are there better solutions?
Raising minimum wage has uncertain benefits and
may not target the right people, but alternative
solutions are available. Unionization can protect
workers by ensuring they receive an income that
reflects the value of their work. To raise wages
stably, the labour’s output value can be raised by
using machines, more training, etc (Hazlitt, 1979).
This was seen in history when the U.S. saw a leap
in wages between 1928 and 1950 due to a
significant increase in productivity (Buttonwood,
2016). While it is important that poverty be
addressed, it is also important to find a solution
that effectively targets the issue. Raising minimum
wage significantly does not appear to be this
solution, but we should take full advantage of
alternatives already suggested while continuing to
research new ideas.
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THE COLD WAR-MING UP
By Daniel Galef

Sweat on the brow, finger on the button,
Scrambled eggs on his visor and fruit salad on his chest.
Turn the keys at the same time with your cold, dead hand,
And MAD, MAD, MAD world it is, or will have been.
Learn your new languages, your new salutes,
Your new leaders and new flags.
Watch the skies and keep your ear to the ground,
Nose to the grindstone, finger on the trigger,
On the button, on the release.
Your head down, and your fly right,
And always mind the (missile) gap.
They’re in every foxhole and pigeonhole,
Behind every telephone post and flagpole,
Under every rock and just outside the schoolyard,
And knocking at the bunker door.
(Like Waldo, but without the white stripes.)
Across the ice and behind the curtain,
Over the wall and across the border,
Over the river and through the woods,
Because they can’t all be black on the lists, can they.
Bigger is better, and better is so much worse,
But we have more than we know what to do with,
Which is just fine, as long as we know what to do with them,
And you can bet your life we will anyway.
Electronic brains and the passcode is Swordfish,
Or worse is Passcode and the football touched down early.
Then: Bright shadows cast by mushrooms in the sky,
Three hundred million dead in a two kilo metal sphere.
Fire is friendly and fire is friendly and friends
Are friends until a falling out.
The enemy of my enemy was my enemy yesterday.
Island across the strait and narrow of the admirals.
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Vetos grazing the final frontier and U-turning to head back home
For a worm welcome. U-Boats (nada mine) with an inner fire
And a plastic replica of the first dog to die of radiation poisoning.
Praise the holy Trinity, the
Fat man and the little boy and the billion not-yet holey ghosts.
FOR I AM BECOME DEATH,
DESTROYER OF WORLDS....
LOOK ON MY WORKS, YE MIGHTY,
With your sightless dead eyes,
Or compound mutant eyes,
Or prying alien eyes,
And, if not despair,
REMEMBER.
Don’t criticize Criticality, at least not constructively,
And always watch your wristband for lingering megadeath.
All sons of bitches now, staring at depression
In a puddle of glowing green glass.
A flash of blue light, a wave of white heat, and suddenly a city
Or a room or a man or nothing at all
Is nothing at all. FOR I AM BECOME DEATH,
DESTROYER OF WORLDS.
What are you moping about?
Scrambled eggs on his visor, fruit salad on his chest,
Sweat on his hands and finger on the button."
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The Consequences of “Fortress Conservation” versus
the Participatory Approach to Korup National Park’s
Management in Cameroon on the Local Population
By Liên-Hoa Vertu Tran

Political
ecology
assumes
that
“relationships between humans and their
environment cannot be understood without
considering inequalities of power and wealth,
especially produced by the global economy.”
(Townsend
2009,
105)
Oftentimes,
environmental conservation measures are not
neutral and play in the favour of elites.
Moreover, the conservation discourse has
transformed over the last centuries. Two
important and contrasting discourses include the
"fortress conservation" and the participatory
approach. In fact, the notion of “fortress
conservation” emerged in the early 1870s
(Sample and Cheng 2004, 41-42) with the
romantic ideas of “pristine wilderness” and
“nature untainted from humans” (Cronon 1995,
79-80). From there arose the moral obligation to
protect “pristine nature” such as Yellowstone
national park in the United States, in which these
protectionist policies were first put into practice
(Sample and Cheng 2004, 41-42).

Korup National Park, the idea of “fortress
conservation” must be called into question, and a
participatory
approach,
particularly
the
community-based natural resource management
(CBNRM) and the co-management approaches,
should be integrated into the local community.
Mbile et al.’s case study on this park (2005) will
be examined. The “fortress conservation”
approach will first be critically analyzed, and
then the CBNRM and the co-management
approaches will be discussed.
“Fortress conservation” impedes the
successful management of Korup National Park.
“Fortress conservation”, also known as “fences
and
fines”
conservation
or
“coercive
conservation”, refers to the delimitation of
specific lands as protected areas and the
prohibition of any sustenance activities or any
humans from populating the confined territories
(Eguavoen and Laube 2010, 60). However, the
Korup forest has not always taken a “fortress
conservation” approach. When it was declared a
forest reserve in 1937, villagers living inside the
reserve were given rights to access the resources
they needed in order to maintain their livelihood
within a designated area, which included rights
to “way, fish, hunt and collect fruits, food, and
construction materials.” (Mbile et al. 2005, 2)
However, since the forest’s designation as a
national park, any resident living within the
boundaries of the park has been categorised by
the national government as an illegal occupant,
and any activity using the forest’s resources has
been forbidden (Mbile et al. 2005, 2-3).

This view of nature has extensively
spread across the globe and has especially
influenced Africa’s policies for protected areas
(Borrini,
and
International
Union
for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
1996, 5). Indeed, Africa is home to some of the
most biodiverse forests in the world: the Congo
Basin forests. The forests extend to six different
African
countries
including
Cameroon
(Megevand, Mosnier, and World Bank 2013, 1),
which comprises of the Korup forest, a forest
containing a vast biodiversity with high levels of
endemism (Mbile et al. 2005, 2). Since 1986, the
Korup forest has been converted into a national
park and a “fortress conservation” approach has
been adopted to regulate it, which has had
adverse consequences on the population living
within the protected area. Therefore, to ensure a
more sustainable management of Cameroon’s

In fact, “fences and fines” conservation
presents an imposition of Westernized concepts
which do not consider the local people’s needs.
Often, there is a disparity between the
established policies and the rights that the local
population believes they are entitled to, which
results in “clashes of norms” (Rosenbaum 2004,
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265). Indeed, the government, along with nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), believes
that the best method to preserve the forest’s
species richness is by keeping the forest
unpopulated through the “fortress conservation”
approach (Mbile et al. 2005, 2). On the contrary,
the villagers believe that they have the right to
stay on these lands since their customary rights
to the land had long been established by the
European colonizers (Tchigio 2007, 17). In order
to justify the creation of a national park, the state
used a crisis narrative to conceive a sense of
urgency to protect the Korup forest and take
away the villagers’ rights to land (Diaw and
Tiani 2010, 237-238). In fact, this process of
“appropriation of land and resources for
environmental ends” such as the preservation of
species richness by states is often referred to as
“green grabbing” (Fairhead, Leach, and Scoones
2012, 238). Consequently, the local community’s
activities, such as hunting, are perceived as
something unsustainable that could further
deteriorate the forest’s environment (Diaw and
Tiani 2010, 238-239). Mbile et al.’s study (2005,
5-6) examines nine villages; of those sampled,
four were located within the protected area. It
was found that five out of six animals
representing their main source of income were
considered to have an increasing population.
Furthermore, written evidence by German
colonizers (Diaw and Tiani 2010, 237) from the
late 19th century (Tchigio 2007, 17) shows that
the local communities have used sustainable
methods for their daily activities so as not to
deplete the forest’s resources (Diaw and Tiani
2010, 237). Therefore, since the government and
the NGOs’ assumptions are not representative of
the local reality, the impositions of these laws
can lead to policies being disregarded by local
people, leaving the park more vulnerable to
“exploitation” according to the state and NGOs’
standards (Rosenbaum 2004, 265). “For
instance, in 17 years (1986–2003) of a quasiexclusive management style… [it was] estimated
that only 20 % of the [p]ark [was] adequately
protected.” (Mbile et al. 2005, 8) This shows that
“fortress conservation” can be counterproductive
in the effort of conserving biodiversity.

Moreover, this type of conservation
generally results in the dispossession of the local
residents’ land. Although the government had
plans to resettle the six villages inside the park,
five of them resisted and were not resettled. With
the creation of Korup National Park, the borders
of the protected area were expanded and
included three additional villages, including the
Ikondokondo village, which was the only one
willingly to be displaced for development
purposes. Despite gaining better access to
services, such as roads, markets and houses
(Diaw and Tiani 2010, 227), the resettlement
plan did not take into consideration the local
inhabitants’ livelihoods; the plan “never included
compensations for loss of customary land
entitlements, tree crops, or foregone incomes and
opportunities
from
natural
resource
endowments.” (Diaw and Tiani 2010, 228) As
such, the villagers have continued to hunt inside
the park.
Similarly, the designation of the Korup
forest as a national park has impeded the
inhabitants’ access to natural resources. Villagers
depend on the forest’s resources for their
livelihoods. Although taking resources from the
protected area is considered illegal, and despite
the risks of being punished if caught, local
residents have continued to fulfil their resource
needs and maintain their lifestyles (Mbile et al.
2005, 5-6). This has caused a considerable
amount of tensions between the park’s guards
and
the
villagers,
including
physical
confrontations in some cases (Diaw and Tiani
2010, 244-245). However, the guards have
become more lenient over time. For example,
someone caught with five or more animals that
have been hunted could have his weapons and/or
his animals confiscated. This type of punishment
happens in most cases, but there could be more
severe penalties such as being sent to jail.
However, someone caught with three animals
could be overlooked (Diaw and Tiani 2010, 244245). In sum, these processes show that this type
of policy is not an effective way to manage the
park.
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CBNRM and co-management, bottom-up
approaches, lead to a more efficient management
of Cameroon’s Korup National Park. CBNRM is
defined as “[w]hen control over resources is
transferred more or less completely to local user
groups… [whereas] [w]hen the state retains a
large role in resource management, in
conjunction with an expanded role for users, it
may be referred to as joint management or comanagement.” (Tchigio 2007, 42) First of all,
authorizing the local community’s stay and
activities within the park would grant them better
access to natural resources provided by the forest
in a more sustainable manner. Indeed, as stated
earlier, hunting, or what is considered as
“poaching” by the game guards and the state, has
persisted within the protected area. Commercial
hunting has remained popular, inciting people
from different regions of Cameroon and even
from Nigeria, the neighbouring country, to come
into the park to hunt. Often, villagers collude
with these “outsiders” by restricting the game
guards’ accessibility in specific regions. In
return, the “outside hunters” pay them a fee if
their hunt was successful. As a result, collusion
within the community enhances the guards’
difficulty to regulate the area and could
potentially accelerate the resource depletion
process (Mbile et al. 2005, 9). In contrast, a
cooperation between the park’s guards and the
local villagers by integrating CBNRM and comanagement approaches could facilitate the
guards’ task of “fending off ‘outside hunters’…
building
trust,
reduc[ing]
enforcement
expenditure, and generally more awareness of
the process and increased potential for sharing of
benefits.” (Mbile et al. 2005, 10)

spatial in terms of the park’s constituent
resources” (Mbile et al. 2005, 11) could
strengthen the park’s management. In addition, a
combination of local knowledge with science,
without labelling one as superior or inferior to
the other, could provide better insights on the
condition of the park’s ecosystems and could
potentially provide important scientific data for
research. The absence of a hegemonic ideology
could also yield an overall more effective
management by building cooperation, trust,
respect of differences, and consideration of local
realities.
In addition, opting for CBNRM and comanagement approaches would imply a more
inclusive attitude towards the local social groups.
Indeed, local voices could be heard, which could
suggest a better understanding of the local
people’s needs. However, attention must be paid
in order to ensure that the voices included are
representative of the entire population. For
instance, guards and/or researchers could
interview different social groups, such as
women, men, and various ethnic groups,
independently to avoid solely including local
elites into discussions (Haslam, Schafer, and
Beaudet 2012, 323). Furthermore, taking into
consideration the say of marginalized groups
enables a more equitable interaction between
social groups and could serve as a source of
empowerment for the minorities. According to
Cameroon’s
National
Environmental
management Plan of 1996, “‘[a]ll [p]rotected
[a]reas are expected to fulfil an important role in
the economic development of the country and
especially, contribute to the economic and social
well-being of surrounding communities’.”
(Mbile et al. 2005, 12) Therefore, an inclusive
management model would ensure that this
objective is being met. In brief, a collaboration
between the federal government, the park’s
guards and the local residents is a key factor for
a better regulation of the national park.

Moreover, local knowledge can be
valuable. Indeed, the villagers have been living
on these lands for centuries prior to the park’s
existence (Diaw and Tiani 2010, 236). This
means that they have gathered an extensive
amount of knowledge and skills throughout the
generations about their environment such as the
favourable timing to use different hunting
techniques depending on seasons (Mbile et al.
2005, 10). Therefore, incorporating their broad
comprehension of nature, “both technical and

In conclusion, in Korup National Park’s
case, “fences and fines” conservation can lead to
poorly regulated resources whereas CBNRM and
co-management entail a more sustainable
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management of the park. Indeed, “coercive
conservation” demonstrates an imposition of
Western ideologies onto the local community,
which can lead to “clashes of norms”, and to a
defiance of the established laws. Additionally, the
government portrayed the villagers as “destroyers
of the forests” to justify the creation of the national
park, which has labelled the local inhabitants as
illegal residents and has also caused them to lose
their ancestral land. The state’s resettlement plan
failed since only one village willingly accepted to
be displaced. Although the villagers gained better
access to services, such as roads, markets and
houses, the resettlement plan did not take into
account their lifestyle. Thus, they continue to take
resources from the park. The designation of the
Korup forest as a national park has also resulted in
restricting the villagers’ access to resources since
extracting resources from the park has been
categorized as illegal. Nonetheless, the local
population has been continuing with their daily
activities. However, this can cause adverse
consequences including the confiscation of their
weapons and/or their games. In more severe
situations, the ones who are caught could be jailed.
In contrast, villagers would gain better access to
the forest’s resources by having the state recognize
their rights to continue their lifestyle inside the
park. Furthermore, due to their intimate
relationship with their natural environment, they
have the potential to provide significant
contributions to the management of the park. Thus,
this shows the importance of integrating local
knowledge with contemporary conservation
knowledge. Finally, listening to the local
population’s voices, while also including
marginalized groups, would generate a better
understanding of the whole community’s desires
and interests. Hence, working towards balance
between both CBNRM and co-management
practices could be a way toward a fairer
partnership between the government, NGOs, the
park’s guards and the local residents (Mbile et al.
2005,
12).
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Canada and Structural Adjustment Programs:
Mining Away Developments in Latin America
By Maria Fustic

Photo from CBC News

Canadians reduce, reuse, recycle, and even
compost. We have national parks and
environmental conservation areas. In fact,
Vancouver is known as one of the world’s greenest
cities (1). However, Canada is a natural resource
extraction hub, with our oil sands being the center
of a contentious debate between the benefits of
economic growth and the adverse effects on our
environment and local indigenous communities.
Unfortunately, Canada’s impact on climate change
and ignorance of indigenous rights are not at all
limited to this case, or even to Canada’s own
borders. In fact, about 70% of the world’s mining
corporations are Canadian, but they actually
operate mainly in Latin America, scouring for
gold, silver, copper, and nickel (2). Canadian
mining companies claim that their mines bring
development to developing nations through
employment and economic growth (3). The reality
is, however, that these companies, such as Gold
Corps (headquartered in the green city of
Vancouver) are routinely involved in human rights
and environmental violations (4). Through recent
and rapid globalization, foreign direct investments
(FDIs), such as those made by Canadian mining
companies but also by the Western world in
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general, have increased quite rapidly over the
past 30 years or so (5). It is important to
understand the two main international
economic organizations that facilitate this
recent spike in economic globalization, and
with a basic understanding of them, we can
delve deeper into the case of Canadian mining
corporations abroad.
The IMF and the World Bank originated
during World War Two at the UN Monetary
and Financial Conference at Bretton Woods,
New Hampshire (6). Their founders believed
that economic stability and the dissolution of
poverty could be achieved through collective
action, regulated by global economic
institutions that follow the neoliberal
economic policy prescriptions proposed by the
Washington Consensus (7). Basically, they
proposed that open and free-markets with zero
state-interference were the path to prosperity
for all. One of the main tools used by the IMF
and World Bank, and supported by developed
countries such as Canada, are Structural
Adjustment Programs (SAPs) (8). These are
loans given by the IMF and the World Bank to
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developing countries. However, in order to receive
these loans, a country must partake in “structural
reforms” of their economy and government (10).
These reforms range from cutbacks in government
spending and taxes, higher interest rates,
increased transparency, and complete openness of
their
market
(11).
The market system that the IMF and World Bank
push for has some benefits, but there are several
problems that prevent it from functioning in
reality as perfectly as it does in theory. Firstly, for
it to work, states require clearly established
property rights and reliable justice systems to
enforce them (12). Developing countries often
lack the necessary infrastructure and resources to
enjoy the benefits produced by solid governing
institutions (13). Secondly, power is taken away
from states and put into the hands of profitoriented companies. As a result, there exists a
disproportionality in the representation of the
citizens of that country relative to the companies,
especially for the people who don’t even live in the
company’s headquarter country (14). Companies
use the power they gain to maximize profits
without
consideration
of
environmental
consequences. Moreover, countries participate in
SAP’s when they are in desperate need of money
(15). For instance, SAPs are implemented to revive
and rebuild communities after a natural disaster
or during a huge financial crisis. The problem is,
that while developing countries are essentially
forced by SAPs to open up their markets to the
goods of developed countries, Western countries
keep their own markets protected through tariffs
and quotas (16). So the West continues to grow
richer and richer by relying on protectionist
measures, while exploiting the labor and resources
of nations in already difficult situations (17). Thus,
the IMF and the World Bank run the rules of the
game of globalization in a way that perpetuates the
exploitation of people and resources by
multinational
corporations,
leading
to
environmental degradation, and the ignorance of
the the pleas of indigenous, impoverished, and
minority voices. Canadian mining companies are
just one of many examples of this phenomenon.
Canadian mining companies are not the only
companies using this neoliberal framework to
their advantage, but they are an incredibly
powerful and important example that is affecting
the environment and people of Latin America in
unprecedented ways. Hurricane Mitch left much
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of Latin America severely affected (18).
Honduras, especially, was desperate for help
(19). With public attention focused on the
disaster, the Honduran government, under the
pressure of Canadian mining companies,
drafted and passed a new law that granted
broad and vast rights to mining companies
(20). In fact, much of the law was drafted by
the companies themselves (21). The law
included rights to the use of unlimited
amounts of local water, rights to evict people
living on the land granted to the companies,
and the reduction of environmental controls
(22). Latin American countries suffered
billions of dollars of debt after taking up loans
from the WB post-Hurricane Mitch (23).
Moreover the enforcement of the IMF's SAPs
rendered the economies of these nations open
to exploitative mining companies.
Mining can have devastating environmental
effects. The mining process uses tens of
thousands of liters of water per hour (24).
Since the rise of the Canadian mining industry
in foreign nations, dozens of rivers have
completely dried up, leaving indigenous
communities with no water to bathe in or even
drink (25). The few remaining rivers used as
drinking water sources have been reported to
cause high levels of metals in people’s blood,
leading to birth defects, miscarriages, and
arsenic poisoning amongst other health
problems (26). Even in areas that are legally
classified as national parks and ecological
reserves, the companies have managed to
operate within them or indirectly pollute and
affect them (27). Community consultations,
known as consultas in Latin America, do
peaceful democratic votes to determine if
people are in favor or against the mining
operations (28). It is not surprising, then, that
over 95% of people vote against having mines
in their own communities (29). Protests have
broken out, and military personnel, often
ordered by the mining companies, have
responded through violence; in some cases,
officials have burned entire villages down to
the ground or even shot and killed individuals
(30). Canadian mining companies have
continued operations even after warnings
against their human rights and environmental
violations (31). They claim that their mines
actually bring development through jobs (32).
In reality, most locals whose homes are
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destroyed do not get jobs at all (33). The few that
do get employed face inhumane working
conditions, and do so only because their previous
livelihood of living off the land has been destroyed
(34).
So, what is the solution? On a global level, the IMF
and World Bank, must face structural adjustment
themselves. Their policy
solutions grant
overwhelming decision-making power to the
commercial and financial sectors of the West (35).
The IMF chooses leaders and decision
makers behind closed doors, and they are almost
always Europeans with little to no experience in
the developing world (36). The president of the
World Bank has always been an American,
nominated by the United States, and the only
country with the power to veto all decisions in the
IMF is, once again, America (37). Only rich
educated economists from developing countries
have a voice in making decisions, and their
decision-making process has zero transparency
(38). The truth is, there are educated economists
from developing countries who are more
knowledgeable about their own societies, who
should have a voice in policy-making. The
implementation of indigenous, as well as gender,
ethnic, religious, and racial minority voices,
should also be a priority in the decision making
process. For instance, the consultas votes that
show that 95% of people do not want mines in
their home regions, should be taken into account.
The IMF and the World Bank are not all to blame.
Canadian mining companies must be held
accountable by our own government as well. In
2009, John Mckay of the Liberal Party sponsored
a private member’s bill, Bill C-300, the Corporate
Accountability of Mining, Oil and Gas
Corporations in Developing Countries Act (39).
The stated purpose of the bill was “to promote
environmental best practices and to ensure the
protection and promotion of international human
rights standards in respect of the mining, oil or gas
activities of Canadian corporations in developing
countries” (40). However the bill did not pass and
failed to become law (41). Both Liberals and
Conservatives were and are unwilling to
implement binding mechanisms to hold
companies accountable for the crimes they
commit abroad. Reusing, reducing, and recycling
is not enough. Canadian companies are among the
worst environmental and human rights offenders
around the world. While we enjoy our own
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national parks, similar ones abroad are
destroyed by Canadian corporate greed. The
only solution is to continue to put public
pressure on our governments and on
international organizations to such that they
begin to prioritize the people and the
environment that they are meant to serve, over
the profits of companies.
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